
Chapter 2

PHASARdemultiplexers: a review

Wavelength multiplexers, demultiplexers and routers based on optical phased arrays play a key
role in multiwavelength telecommunication links and networks. In this chapter a detailed
description of phased-array operation and design is presented and an overview is given of the
most important applications. Part of this work has also been published in the Journal of
Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics [118].

2.1 Basic operation
Figure 2.1a shows the schematiclayout of a PHASAR-demultiplexer. The operation is
understoodasfollows. Whenthe beampropagating throughthe transmitterwaveguideenters
theFreePropagationRegion (FPR),it is no longerlaterally confinedandbecomesdivergent.
On arriving at theinput aperture,thebeamis coupledinto thewaveguidearrayandpropagates
throughthe individual arraywaveguidestowardsthe outputaperture.The lengthof the array
waveguidesis chosenin sucha way that the optical path lengthdifferencebetweenadjacent
waveguidesequalsanintegermultiple of thecentralwavelengthof thedemultiplexer. For this
wavelengththefieldsin theindividual waveguideswill arrive at theoutputaperturewith equal
phase(apartfrom anintegermultipleof 2π), andthefield distributionat theinputaperturewill
be reproducedat the output aperture.The divergent beam at the input apertureis thus
transformedinto a convergentonewith equalamplitudeandphasedistribution, andan image
of the input field at the object planewill be formed at the centreof the imageplane.The
dispersionof the PHASAR is due to the linearly increasinglengthof the arraywaveguides,
which will causethe phasechangeinducedby a changein the wavelengthto vary linearly
alongthe outputaperture.As a consequence,the outgoingbeamwill be tilted andthe focal
point will shift along the imageplane.By placing receiver waveguidesat properpositions
along the image plane, spatial separation of the different wavelengthchannels is obtained.
In the following subsections the most important properties of a PHASAR will be analysed.
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2.1.1 Focusing
Focusing is obtained by choosing the length difference ∆L between adjacent array waveguides
equal to an integer number of wavelengths, measured inside the array waveguides:

whereby m is the order of the phased array, λc (fc) is the central wavelength (frequency) in
vacuo and Neff is the effective index of the waveguide mode. With this choice the array acts as
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Figure 2.1 a) Layout of the PHASAR demultiplexer
b) Geometry of the receiver side.
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a lens with image and object planes at a distanceRa of the array apertures.
The input and output aperturesof the phasedarray are typical examplesof Rowland-type
mountings[81]. The focal line of sucha mounting,which definesthe imageplane,follows a
circle with radiusRa/2 asshown in figure 1b. Transmitterandreceiver waveguidesshouldbe
positioned on this line.

α/αi starting angle/starting angle of array waveguidei
αr reference angle
β/βFPR propagation constant in waveguide/FPR
c speed of light
D dispersion
da pitch of the array waveguides in the array aperture
dr pitch of the receiver waveguides in the image plane
∆α divergence angle of the array waveguides in the array aperture
∆fch channel spacing
∆fFSR free spectral range
∆fpol TE-TM shift
∆fL L-dB bandwidth
∆Φ phase shift between adjacent array waveguides
∆L path length difference between adjacent array waveguides
Hi height of array waveguidei
k0 wave number in vacuo
L distance between the focal points
Lo central channel insertion loss
Lp propagation loss in the array
Lu non-uniformity
l(α) path length of array waveguide with respect toα
li path length of array waveguidei
λc/fc central (design) wavelength/frequency
m/m' order of the array/beam
N/Na number of channels/array waveguides
Neff/NFPR effective index in waveguide/FPR
Ng group index
NTE/NTM effective index for TE/TM polarisation
N1/N2 transverse effective index in the ridge/in the region next to the ridge
Ra length of FPR
Ri radius of curvature of array waveguidei
Rr radius of curvature of reference array waveguide
Si straigth section length (includingRa) of array waveguidei
Sr straigth section length (includingRr) of reference array waveguide
s position along image plane
θ dispersion angle
θa array aperture half angle
θο angular width of the far field
V lateralV-parameter (normalised film parameter)
w/we waveguide width/effective width

Table 2.1 List of symbols used in this chapter.
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2.1.2 Dispersion and Free Spectral Range
In figure2.1bit canbeseenthat thedispersionangleθ resultingfrom a phasedifference∆Φ
between adjacent waveguides follows as:

whereby , β andβFPR arethe propagation constantsin the arraywaveguideand
theFreePropagationRegion (FPR)respectively, andda is the lateralspacing(on centrelines)
of the waveguides in the array aperture.
ThedispersionD of thearrayis describedasthelateraldisplacementds of thefocalspotalong
the image plane per unit frequency change. From figure 2.1b it follows (after some
manipulation, see Appendix B) that:

whereby is the central frequency, NFPR is the (slab) mode index in the Free
Propagation Region, ∆L is the lengthincrementof the arraywaveguidesasdescribedbefore,

is thedivergenceanglebetweenthearraywaveguidesin the fan-inandfan-out
sections andNg is the group index of the waveguide mode:

It canbeseenthatRa doesnotoccurin theright handexpressionin equation2.3sothatfilling-
in of thespacebetweenthearraywaveguidesneartheaperturesdueto a finite lithographical
resolution does not affect the dispersive properties of the demultiplexer.
Fromequation2.2 it canbeseenthattheresponseof thephasedarrayis periodical.After each
changeof 2π in ∆Φ, thefield will beimagedat thesameposition.Theperiodin thefrequency
domainas shown in figure 2.2b is called the FreeSpectralRange(FSR). It is found as the
frequency shift for which the phase shift∆Φ equals 2π:

from which we derive:

with .
The rightmost identity, which is well known from grating theory, follows by substituting

(seeequation2.1).It is notedthatfor phasedarrays,differentfrom gratings,
the FreeSpectralRangeis not relatedto the order m of the array, but to a modified order
numberm', which can be interpreted as the order of the beam.
As theexact relationbetweenθ and∆Φ is non-linear(seeequation2.2), equation2.6 is only
approximateandtheFSRwill beslightly dependenton theinputandoutputports.An accurate
analysis is given by Takahashi et al. [155].
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2.1.3 Insertion loss and non-uniformity
Figure2.2ashowsthefield in theimageplanefor four differentwavelengths.It is thesumfield
of the far fieldsof all individual arraywaveguides.As the far-field intensityof the individual
waveguidesreducesaway from the centreof the imageplane,as indicatedin the figure, the
focal sumfield will do thesame.If thewavelengthis changed,it will move throughtheimage
planeandfollow theenvelopedescribedby thefar-field of theindividual arraywaveguides.If
we approximatethe modalfield of the arraywaveguidesasa Gaussianbeamandneglect the
effects of coupling on the beamshape,we can derive somesimple analyticalequationsfor
estimating insertion loss, channel non-uniformity and bandwidth.
Using the Gaussian-beam approximation, the intensity of the far-field is found in:

wherebyθo is the width of the equivalent Gaussian far field

with we beingtheeffective width of themodalfield in thetransmitterwaveguide(asdescribed
in AppendixC). The non-uniformity Lu is definedasthe intensity ratio (in dB) betweenthe
outerandthecentralchannel.Usingequation2.7, the insertionlossof the receiver relative to
the central channel is easily found by substituting the angle θmax ( )
corresponding to the outer receiver waveguide:

If theFSRis chosenasbeingequalto N timesthechannelspacing∆f, asin wavelengthrouters
(seesection2.3.1),theexcesslossLu of theouterchannelswill becloseto 3 dB for reasonsof
power conservation - asfor large numbersof channels,receiver waveguide1 andthe virtual
receiver N+1 will experienceapproximatelythe samelosswith eachof themhaving at least
3 dB excessloss relative to the centralchannel.For small valuesof N the situationmay be
slightly better. Thus minimisingLu will increase the FSR.
The insertionlossLo of the centralchannelis mainly determinedby diffraction of light into
undesired orders. The adjacent orders of the main focal spot will carry a fraction

, with:

wherebyD is thedispersion(equation2.3). If we neglect thepower coupledinto otherorders
the total lossLo can be estimated from:

wherebyit hasbeenassumedthat . The factor4 is dueto the fact that
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power is lost in two orders and that equal losses occur (because of reciprocity) at both the input
and the output side of the array. The term Lp denotes the total propagation loss in the array and
both FPRs due to absorption and scattering. From this equation it can be seen that for low-loss
devices the waveguide spacing da in the array apertures should be minimal. For semiconductor-
based devices, the best total loss reported is in the order of 2 dB [141]. It should be noted that
equation 2.11 is a worst-case guess - coupling between the array waveguides will reduce the
loss as discussed in section 2.2.6.

2.1.4 Bandwidth
If the wavelength is changed, the focal field of the PHASAR moves along the receiver
waveguides. The frequency response of the different channels follows from the overlap of this
field with the modal fields of the receiver waveguides. If we assume that the focal field is a
good replica of the modal field at the input, and that the input and output waveguides are
identical, the (logarithmic) transmission T(∆f) around the channel maximum T(fc) follows as
the overlap of the modal field with itself, displaced over a distance :

whereby U(s) is the normalised modal field, D is the dispersion as defined in equation 2.3 and
T(fc) is the transmission in dB at the channel maximum. For small values of ∆s (smaller than
the effective mode width we) the overlap integral can be evaluated analytically by
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Figure 2.2 Central insertion loss, non-uniformity and free spectral range (FSR).
The 100% line denotes the peak intensity of the input field.
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approximating the modal fields as Gaussian fields:

The L-dB bandwidth ∆f L is twice the value ∆f for which  dB:

The latter identity follows by substitution of . If we substitute as a
representative value (cross talk due to receiver waveguide spacing <-40 dB, see section 2.1.5),
the 1-dB bandwidth is found to be . For a channel spacing of 100 GHz we find a
1-dB bandwidth of 31 GHz. A special case of bandwidth usage was applied by Okamoto et al.
[92], who produced a variable bandwidth filter. Different waveguide widths are used for the
transmitter waveguides and the same widths are anti-symmetrically used for the receiver
waveguides. In this way, the centre frequency of the filter is identical for all channels, only the
bandwidth is different.

2.1.5 Channel cross talk
Cross talk may be caused by many mechanisms. We will discuss six of them. The first four can
be kept low by proper design. The other two follow from imperfections during the production
process and are more difficult to reduce.
It is usual in the literature on WDM devices to characterise the cross talk performance by
specifying the single channel cross talk figure, i.e. the maximum cross talk value which is
measured with one active input channel. Under operating conditions the cross talk will be
higher than this value, as all active input channels will contribute to it. An analysis of the cross
talk penalty under simultaneous multichannel operation is given by Takahashi et al. [155].

Receiver waveguide cross talk
The most obvious source of cross talk is the coupling between the receiver waveguides through
the exponential tails of the field distributions. This type of cross talk follows directly from
equation 2.12. Because we are now looking at the coupling through the exponential tails of the
modal field, the Gaussian approximation is not valid and the integral should be evaluated using
the expressions for the (normalised) mode profile. Figure 2.3a shows the cross talk due to
overlapping fields, calculated for different values of the lateral V-parameter, which is defined
as:

whereby k0 is the wave number in vacuo, w the waveguide width, and N1,N2 the transverse
effective indices in ridge and in the region next to the ridge respectively.
The curves are almost polarisation independent. Note that with polarisation dependent
waveguides the lateral V-parameter will be polarisation dependent.
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Truncation
Anothersourceof crosstalk resultsfrom truncationof the field dueto the finite width of the
arrayaperture.This causespower to belost at the input aperture,whilst at theoutputaperture
the side lobe level of the focal field will increase.For a properPHASAR design,the array
apertureangleshouldbechosenin sucha way that thecorrespondingcrosstalk is sufficiently
low. Figure2.3bshows the transmittedpower (solid line) andthe crosstalk versusthe array
aperture half angleθa, defined as:

normalisedto the Gaussianwidth θo as definedin equation2.8, for different valuesof the
relative receiver waveguidespacingdr/w. As theestimateof figure2.3ais ratherpessimistic,it
is bestto usetheenvelopedepictedby theboldly dashedline. Thevaluesshown arecalculated
for input andoutputwaveguideswith V = 3. Thedependenceon theV-parameteris small.The
envelopeof thecrosstalk curves(boldly dashedline) canbeusedfor estimatingthemaximum
cross talk level. It is seen that forθa>2θo the truncation cross talk is less than -35dB.

Mode conversion
If thearraywaveguidesarenot strictly singlemode,a first ordermodeexcitedat thejunctions
betweenstraightandcurvedwaveguidescanpropagatecoherentlythroughthearrayandcause
“ghost” images. Becauseof the difference in the propagation constant between the
fundamentaland the first ordermode,theseimageswill occurat different locationsand the
“ghostimage”maycoupleto anundesiredreceiverwaveguidetherebydegradingthecrosstalk
performance.Modeconversioncanbekeptsmallby optimisingtheoffsetat the junctionsfor
minimal first-order mode excitation.
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Figure 2.3 a) Cross talk resulting from the coupling betweentwo adjacent
receiver waveguidesfor differentvaluesof thelateralV-parameterof thereceiver
waveguides.

b) Transmittedpower (solid line) andcrosstalk asa functionof the
relative array aperture θa/θo, for different values of the relative receiver
waveguidespacingdr/w (dr/w = 2.5,3.0,3.5).Thevaluesshown arecalculatedfor
input and output waveguideswith V = 3. The boldly dashedline indicatesthe
envelope of thecross talk curves (maximum cross talk level).
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Coupling within the array
Cross talk can also be incurred by phase distortion due to coupling in the input and output
sections in the arrays. It might be expected that this type of coupling will not greatly affect the
focusing and dispersive properties of the array on similar grounds as to those mentioned in
equations 2.3 and 2.4. The filling in of the gaps near the array apertures can be considered as
introducing an extremely strong coupling into the input and output region, which obviously
does not degrade the PHASAR performance [117]. Day et al. [38], however, observe a
degradation of the cross talk performance using BPM-simulation.

Phase transfer errors
A fifth source of cross talk results from phase transfer errors in the phased array due to
imperfections during the production process. The optical path length of the array guides is in
the order of several thousands of wavelengths. Deviations in the propagation constant may lead
to considerable errors in the phase transfer, and, consequently, to an increase of the cross talk
level. Takada et al. [150] and Yamada et al. [170,171] have shown that improved cross talk is
feasible by correcting the phase errors (e.g. by using thin-film heaters on top of the array
waveguides). Phase errors may be caused by small deviations in the effective index due to local
variations in composition, film thickness or waveguide width, or by inhomogeneous filling in
of the gap near the apertures of the phased array. Also more systematic errors (e.g. due to dis-
cretisation in the mask pattern generation) may contribute to the cross talk [38].

Background radiation
As a last possible source of cross talk we mention background radiation due to light scattered
out of the waveguides at junctions or rough waveguide edges. This is especially important in
waveguide structures where the light is also guided besides the waveguides e.g. in shallow
etched ridge guides or in waveguide structures on a heavily doped substrate where the undoped
buffer layer may also act as a waveguide.

Cross talk in practical devices is not limited by design but by imperfections during the
production process. Typical cross talk values reported for PHASAR-demultiplexers are in the
order of -25 dB for InP-based devices to even less than -30 dB for silica-based devices. Recent
experiments in our laboratory, however, show cross talk levels less than -30 dB for good
semiconductor devices as well, which is outlined in Appendix D. Improvement on these
figures is mainly a matter of improving manufacturing technology.

2.1.6 Polarisation dependence
Phased arrays are polarisation independent if the array waveguides are polarisation
independent, i.e. the propagation constants for the fundamental TE- and TM-mode are equal.
Waveguide birefringence, i.e. a difference in propagation constants, will result in a shift ∆fpol
of the spectral responses in respect of each other, which is called the polarisation dispersion. It
can be calculated when we consider the effective wavelengths in the waveguide. Light with
different wavelengths in vacuo will be coupled into the same receiver waveguide, when the
effective wavelengths λTE and λTM of the fundamental modes in the waveguide are equal:

whereby NTE and NTM are the effective indices for both polarisations.

λTM f( ) c
f N⋅ TM f( )
---------------------------- λTE f ∆ f pol–( ) c

f ∆ f pol–( ) N⋅ TE f ∆ f pol–( )
----------------------------------------------------------------------= = = (2.17)
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By solving∆fpol from equation 2.17 we find:

whereby Ng,TE is the group index. For InGaAsP/InPDH waveguide structures,∆fpol is
typically in the order of 4-5 nm. For silica-basedand, more generally, for low-contrast
waveguides,it will be muchsmaller. Also, in waveguidesstructureswhich aredesignedfor
polarisationindependence,polarisationdependencemayoccurdueto straininducedduringthe
manufacturing process.A number of methodsto reducepolarisationdependencewill be
mentioned briefly in section 2.2.4, and will be discussed more comprehensively in Chapter 4.

2.2 Phased-array design

2.2.1 Specification
A PHASAR is specified by the following characteristics:
• Number of channelsN.
• Central frequency fc and channel spacing∆fch.
• L-dB Channel bandwidth∆fL.
• Free Spectral Range∆fFSR.
• Maximal insertion lossLo of the central channel.
• Maximal non-uniformityLu.
• Maximal cross talk level.
• Maximal polarisation dependence.
It is noted that the non-uniformity and the Free Spectral Range can not be chosen
independently from each other (see section 2.3.1)

2.2.2 Demultiplexer design procedure
PHASARshave many degreesof designfreedomandmany designapproachesarepossible.
Theapproachfollowedat TU Delft for designingmultiplexersanddemultiplexersis explained
below. It starts with a given waveguide structure(i.e. waveguide width w and lateral V-
parameterfixed). The designparametersof the PHASAR arederived subsequentlyfrom the
designspecifications.The designprocedureof a wavelengthrouter is slightly different (see
section 2.3.1). For the reader’s convenience figure 2.1b is shown here again.
• Receiver waveguidespacing dr. We start with the crosstalk specification,which puts a

lower limit on the receiver waveguide spacingdr. As with today’s technologycrosstalk
levels lower than-30 to -35dB aredifficult to realise,it doesnot make senseto designthe
arrayfor muchlower crosstalk. To be on the safeside,we take a margin of 5-10 dB and
readfrom figure2.3atheratio dr/w requiredfor -40 dB crosstalk level. It is notedthat the
crosstalk for TE- andTM-polarisationmay be differentasthe lateral index contrastand,
consequently, the lateralV-parameter can differ substantially for the two polarisations.

• FPR length Ra. Fromthemaximumacceptableexcesslossfor theouterchannel(thenon-
uniformity Lu), we determine the maximum acceptabledispersionangle θmax using
equations2.8 and 2.9. The minimal length Ra,min of the Free Propagation Region then
follows as whereby smax is the s-coordinateof the outer receiver
waveguide (see figure 2.1b).

∆ f pol f
NTE NTM–( )

Ng,TE
--------------------------------⋅≈ (2.18)

Ra,min smax θmax⁄=
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• Length increment ∆L. First we compute the required dispersion of the array from
(see equation 2.3). The waveguide spacing da in the array

aperture should be chosen as small as possible (a large spacing will lead to high coupling
losses from the FPR to the array and vice versa). With da and Ra fixed, the divergence angle
∆α between the array waveguides is fixed as (see figure 2.1b) and the length
increment ∆L of the array follows from equation 2.3.

• Aperture width θa. The angular half width θa of the array aperture should be determined
using a graph like figure 2.3b (adapted for the specific waveguide structure used).

• Number of array waveguides Na. The choice of θa fixes the number of array waveguides:
 (see equation 2.16).

This completes the determination of the most important geometrical parameters of the
PHASAR.

2.2.3 Array geometry
For the array waveguides a number of different shapes can be applied to realise the length
increment ∆L. Takahashi et al. [152] used the geometry as depicted in figure 2.5a, which is
very simple from a design point of view, with a constant R for all array arms. Smit [117] and
Dragone [44] applied the geometry of figure 2.5b, which contains a minimum number of
waveguide junctions. This is especially important in semiconductor waveguides where
junction losses and mode conversion at junctions can degrade the PHASAR performance.
The freedom in the choice of array shape is bounded by the requirement that the array
waveguides should not come too close to each other. For extremely low dispersion values (e.g.
for duplexing 1.3 and 1.55 µm), the path length difference ∆L between adjacent waveguides
becomes very small and the shapes depicted in figure 2.5 are no longer suitable. Adar et al. [1]
applied S-bend-like arrays in which the dispersion of one curved section is reduced by a
second section with opposite curvature and, consequently, opposite ∆L. Mestric et al. [83,84]
recently also reported a S-bend shaped phased-array 1.31-1.55 µm duplexer with very low
cross talk (<-30 dB) and extremely small dimensions ( mm2).
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Figure 2.4 Geometry of the receiver side of a PHASAR demultiplexer.
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The geometry as shown in figure 2.5b is also used for the design of the phased-array
demultiplexers discussed in this thesis and will be described below. According to this
geometry, an array guide consists of two straight waveguides connected to each other by a
curved waveguide, together forming a non-concentric set.

Each array guide is completely defined by the starting angle αi, the radius of curvature Ri and
the straight section length Si, which includes the focal length Ra for ease of calculation,
according to:

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 Phased-array waveguide geometries.
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Figure 2.6 Geometry of the i-th guide of the phased-array.
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and:

wherebyli is the path length of thei-th array guide measured from transmitter to receiver:

In theaboveequations∆α is thedivergenceangleof thearraywaveguidesin thearrayaperture
and∆L is the path length difference between adjacent array waveguides.

2.2.4 Design for polarisation independence
Severalmethodscanbeusedfor eliminatingthepolarisationdependenceof the responsedue
to waveguide birefringence.Five different methodswill be briefly discussedhereand more
comprehensively in Chapter 4.

Nonbirefringent waveguides
The most obvious way to make a PHASAR polarisationindependentis by eliminating the
birefringenceof the waveguide. This can be done by making the waveguide crosssection
squareif theindex contrastis thesamein boththeverticalandlateraldirectionas,for example,
in buriedwaveguidestructures.Bellcore[11,123]recentlyreporteda polarisationindependent
device basedon a buried InGaAsP/InPwaveguide structurewith a low-contrastwaveguide
core (small InGaAs-fraction).Philips and TU Delft, Bellcore, and Alcatel [9,19,20,21,122,
164] reportedseveral devices basedon a raisedstrip guide using similar material for the
waveguidecore.An advantageof the raisedstrip guide is that, dueto the high lateral index
contrast,it allows for very short bendingradii and,consequently, for compactdesign.This
method will be discussed more comprehensively in Chapter 4.
Attemptshave beenmadeto compensatethe birefringenceof conventional“flat” waveguide
structuresby applying strainedMQW-waveguides.Bi-axial compressive strain,obtainedby
decreasingtheGa-fraction,increasesthebirefringence,whereasbi-axial tensilestrainreduces
it. First results of this method show that polarisationdispersionchangesin the order of
7-12nm arepossible[166]. A complicationof this approachis that the intrinsic birefringence
of MQW-structuresis considerablyhigherthanthat of quaternarybulk materialandrequires
veryhighstrainsfor it to becompensated.Thismakestheapproachsensitive to well-width and
compositioncontrol.
The birefringenceproblemoccursalso in silica-basedwaveguides,whereit is due to strain
inducedby thedifferentthermalexpansioncoefficientsof silica andsilicon. It canbereduced
by using silica substrates instead of silicon substrates [142].

Order matching
Thefirst attemptto makePHASARspolarisationindependentwasbasedonmatchingtheFSR
to the polarisationdispersionas shown in figure 2.7 [127,133,162,163,177].If the FSR is
chosento beequalto thepolarisationdispersionthem-th orderbeamfor TE will overlapwith
the TM-polarised beam of order m-1, which makes the responsevirtually polarisation
independent. From equation 2.6 it can be seen that this is obtained bychoosing:

αi α1 i 1–( )∆α+= (2.21)

li l1 i 1–( )∆L+= (2.22)
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For this design, the procedure described in section 2.2.2 should be slightly changed. By fixing
the incremental length according to equation 2.23, the divergence angle ∆α is fixed through
equation 2.3 and Ra through (see figure 2.1b). Ra being fixed in this way, the
non-uniformity Lu can no longer be freely chosen. One disadvantage of this method is that the
total wavelength span available for the WDM channels is limited by the polarisation
dispersion, which is in the order of 4-5 nm for conventional InGaAsP/InP DH structures.
Another disadvantage is that the exact value of the polarisation dispersion is very sensitive to
variations in layer composition and thickness, which makes it difficult to obtain a good match.

Half-wave plate
A very elegant method is the insertion of a λ/2-plate in the middle of the phased array. Light
entering the array in TE-polarised state will be converted by the λ/2-plate and will travel
through the second half of the array in TM-polarised state, and TM-polarised light will
similarly traverse half the array in TE-state. As a consequence TE- and TM-polarised input
signals will experience the same phase transfer regardless of the birefringence properties of the
waveguides applied. This method was introduced by Takahashi et al. [153] and using
polyimide half-wave plates, it has been successfully applied to silica-based [60,91] and
LiNbO3-based devices [95,96]. As the polyimide half-wave plates have a thickness of more
than 10 µm, they are only applicable to waveguide structures with a small NA which can
bridge this distance with small diffraction losses. With semiconductor waveguides, the method
is not practical due to the large NA of these waveguides. It could be applied successfully if a
compact and fabrication tolerant integrated polarisation converter could be developed.

Dispersion compensation
For semiconductor-based PHASARs, a broadband solution for the polarisation dependence
problem is found in compensation of the polarisation dispersion by inserting a waveguide
section with a different birefringence in the phased array. This method was suggested for

wavelength
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TEm TEm-1

TEm-1
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TMm
polarisation dispersion

Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of the different diffraction orders at the receiver
side for both states of polarisation: polarisation dispersion. The diagram applies
to the demultiplexer’s state without order matching, because the orders TEm and
TMm-1 do not overlap.
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silica-based waveguides by Takahashi et al. [154] and successfully applied to InP-based
devices by Zirngibl et al. [183]. A more comprehensive account of this method can be found in
Chapter 4.

Polarisation splitter
Another method for obtaining polarisation independence is by applying a polarisation splitter
at the input, as shown in figure 2.8. Due to the polarisation dispersion, the position of the focal
spot in the image plane for TE polarisation is shifted relative to the TM-polarised one. If the
distance between the TE and the TM-polarised receiver waveguide in the object plane is
chosen equal to the polarisation dispersion in the image plane, the TE and TM-polarised
signals will focus on the same position and the response will become polarisation independent
over a broad wavelength range. This method does not apply to devices.

2.2.5 Design for flattened response
In many applications a flattened passband is important in order to relax the requirements on
wavelength control. Three methods to achieve this goal will be discussed.

Multimode r eceiver waveguides
The simplest method is the use of broad (multimode) waveguides at the receiver side
[6,127,129,138,139]. If the focal spot moves along these broad receiver waveguides, almost
100% of the light will be coupled into the receiver waveguide over a considerable part of the
receiver waveguide aperture, thereby causing a flat region in the frequency response as shown
in figure 2.9a. In this way the 1-dB bandwidth can easily be increased from 31% of the channel
spacing, as shown in section 2.1.4 for a non-flattened PHASAR, to over 65%.
Due to the multimode character of the receiver waveguides, this method can only be applied at
the receiver side of a WDM-link, where the multimode waveguides can be coupled to a
detector without additional signal loss.

N N×

TE-TM
splitter

TE

TM

TE+TM

Figure 2.8 Application of a polarisation splitter at the input.
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MMI-flattening
A flattened response with single-mode outputs can be obtained by applying a short Multimode
Interference (MMI) power splitter at the end of the transmitter waveguide [10,124,125]. This
device converts the single waveguide mode at the input end of the coupler into a double image.
The resulting output field pattern has a “camel-like” shape and the depth of the central
depression can be controlled with the MMI width. If the image of this “camel-shaped” field
moves along the single mode receiver waveguides, the response will have a flat region as
shown in figure 2.9b. This method of flattening introduces insertion loss due to the mismatch
between the “camel-shaped” focal field and the receiver waveguide mode.
A similar effect can be obtained by applying a Y-junction and bringing the two output branches
close together in the transmitter aperture. This method, however, is less compact and less
robust.

Shaping the phase transfer
As the field in the image plane is the Fourier transform of the field at the output aperture, a field
which is more or less rectangular can be realised if the field at the output aperture has a sin(x)/
x distribution (x measured along the aperture). Such a sinc distribution can be approximated in
a discrete manner by multiplying the field at the array aperture with a function with alternating
sign in such a way that the Gaussian-like field is converted into a sin(x)/x-like field with
positive and negative side lobes. The multiplication can be realised by inserting an additional
half wavelength into the array waveguides terminating in the negative side lobe regions, or by
increasing the optical length using thermo-optic or photo-elastic effects [87].

2.2.6 Design for low loss
For properly designed PHASARs realised with low-loss waveguides, the total loss is
dominated by the loss occurring at the junctions between the array and the Free Propagation
Region (FPR). Low losses can be obtained if the transition from the array to the FPR is
adiabatical, i.e. if the gap between the waveguides reduces linearly to zero. Due to the finite
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Figure 2.9 Flattening of the wavelength response by using multimode receiver
waveguides (a), and by applying an MMI-powersplitter at the transmitter side (b).
The dashed lines indicate the response without flattening.
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resolutionof the lithographicalprocess,the gap betweenthe waveguides,however, will stop
abruptlywhenthewaveguidescometoo closetogether. At this discontinuity, thefield coming
out of the arraywill show a modulationwhich is dependenton thewidth of the gapbetween
thearraywaveguidesandon theconfinementof thefield in theguides.Figure2.10shows the
field for a largeandasmallergap.Dueto theripple in thefield pattern,aconsiderablefraction
of thepowerwill diffract into adjacentordersandbelost.Onreciprocitygrounds,anequalloss
will occur at the inputaperture.
To reducethis loss,the ripple of the outputfield shouldbe reduced.This canbe obtainedby
reducingthegapwidth (which requiresbetterlithography) or by reducingtheconfinementof
the waveguides. A disadvantageof the latter approachis that lowering the confinement
increasesthe minimal bending radius and, consequently, increasesthe device size. Low
confinementcanbecombinedwith smallbendingradii by applyinga local contrastreduction
near the array apertures using a double-etch process [33].

2.2.7 Device size
Therelative dispersion of thearrayis definedasthedisplacementds of thefocal spotin the
imageplanewith respectto the relative frequency variation ( ), andshould
have the following value:

whereby we have assumed that , which is valid for most waveguide structures.
The relative dispersionthereforeequalsthe derivative of the arrayguidelengthwith
respectto thestartingangleα (seeequation2.3and2.22,andfigure2.6),resultingin thearray
guide length to be written as:

Thevaluelo is fixedby choosinga straightsectionlengthSr anda radiusof curvatureRr at an
arbitrary reference angleαr:
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Figure 2.10 Fields at the input (dashed)and the output aperture(solid) of the
phasedarray for a) a waveguide structurewith strong confinement,and b) a
structure with moderateconfinement.For efficient coupling to the receiver
waveguides, the output field should follow the dashed lines.
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This choice also determines the distance L between the focal points of the phased-array:

resulting in three degrees of freedom to be used for design optimisation.
Preferably, a phased-array design is made on the basis of graphs of R(α), S(α) and the guide
height H(α) over a range of 0 to 180 degrees for different combinations of Sr and Rr. R(α) and
S(α) follow directly from equations 2.19 and 2.20 by replacing αi with α, and H(α) is defined
as:

In figure 2.11 a design example is shown using representative values. It should be noted that
the phased array can only be realised if the following requirements are satisfied:

•

•

•  with

The last requirement is imposed in order to avoid the gap between the array guides becoming
too small. The interval over which these requirements are satisfied must at least equal the array
aperture angle θa. In the presented example, a value of approximately 30 degrees is found for
the aperture angle θa (θa/θo = 4). In this case the required array aperture angle is larger than the
available interval, and a phased-array demultiplexer can be realised. If this is not the case,
either different combinations of Sr, Rr and αr have to be tried, or Ra has to be reduced at the
expense of a higher insertion loss for the outermost receiver waveguides (
combined with equation 2.9).

L 2 Srcosαr Rrsinαr+( )= (2.27)
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Figure 2.11 Design example for Sr = 500 µm and Rr = 500 µm at a reference
radius αr of 75 degrees.
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The variation of the bending radius as a function of α can be minimised if the curve R(α) is
flattened, which leads to a reduction of the dependence of the phased-array transfer on the
radius of curvature. Flattening of the curve is done by requiring and to be
zero at the (freely chosen) reference angle αr. The first requirement gives a local minimum in
the R(α) curve, whereas the latter results in a bending point in the curve, giving a larger region
of α over which the curve is flat. Both requirements lead to respectively:

and:

Unfortunately, application of this concept leads to considerable device dimensions. In the best
case, is the smallest reference radius obtainable ( mm is a representative
value). If a concession to the flatness of the R(α) curve is allowed, the following empirical
requirement can be used:

With this condition the smallest possible reference radius is reduced by a factor two and,
consequently, the device size. As small device dimensions are preferred, an adaption of the
design strategy is still needed. The requirement for a flat R(α) curve is dropped, but in addition
to the requirement of dR/dα to be zero at the reference angle αr, a second requirement is
imposed:

with Rmin being the minimum allowed bending radius. In our case, this concept leads to the
smallest device dimensions, as the minimum bending radius is in the order of only a few
hundreds of microns.
The R(α) curve for each of the three proposed concepts is calculated using representative
values for , αr and Rmin of 2 mm, 75 degrees and 500 µm respectively. The graph is depicted
in figure 2.12. It can be clearly seen that concept (a) ensures flatness of the R(α) curve over a
long range of α (in this example even more than 70 degrees!), but additionally it results in the
highest values for the curvature radius. Concept (b) and (c) allow for use of smaller bending
radii at the cost of curve flatness. Corrections therefore have to be made in order to account for
the propagation constant in the bend which depends on the curvature radius.
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2.2.8 Correction for bending effects
In the present design concept, the curved waveguides are treated as straight waveguides with a
phase transfer of and the bending radius R defined in the centre of the
waveguide. With curved waveguides, however, the modal field distribution tends to shift
towards the outer edge of the bend, which effectively corresponds to an increase of the bending
radius. If bending radii are applied where the shift of the modal field cannot be neglected, a
correction to the bending radius is needed in order to avoid degradation of the array
performance. As the phase transfer of the bend with radius R seems to be caused by a bend
with radius  (see figure 2.13), the corrected bending radius  is calculated as:

leading to:

with βs being the propagation constant of a straight waveguide. The apparent increase of the
bending radius can therefore be compensated for by a reduction of the bending radius by the
same amount, resulting in  for the actual bending radius.
As low-loss operation is favourable, the junction losses between the straight and curved
waveguides should be minimised by applying a lateral offset. The correction of the bending
radius corresponds to a lateral offset in the correct direction, but in most cases it amounts to
only half of the offset needed for minimum coupling loss. As the correction is in the order of a
tenth of micron, the loss penalty will be negligible. It may result, however, in unwanted
excitation of higher order modes, which causes “ghost” images (see section 2.1.5 and 4.4). The
optimisation of the offset, both for optimum phase transfer and minimum coupling loss (or
higher order mode excitation), will be explained in the next paragraph.
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Figure 2.12 Bending radii of the array guides as a function of array guide angle α
for the three proposed design concepts.
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2.2.9 Waveguide junctions
The correction for bending effects results in an offset at the junction of the straight and curved
array waveguides, which leads to undesired effects such as coupling loss, and, in case of
bimodal waveguides, also mode conversion causing “ghost” images (see section 2.1.5 and 4.4).
Usually, the bending radii are chosen in such a way that the fundamental orders for both TE
and TM polarisation are guided with negligible bending loss, and higher order modes with
high bending loss. However, if the higher order modes are still guided with low bending loss
(which is, for instance, the case for the polarisation independent raised-strip waveguides),
mode conversion is undesirable. Because of different propagation constants for the
fundamental and the first order mode, the resulting image will occur at a different position
along the image plane. This shift can be calculated in the same way as the TE-TM shift
according to equation 2.18. Mode conversion can be kept small by optimising the offset at the
junctions on minimal first-order mode excitation.
Each offset between the straight and curved waveguides can be optimised separately as
desired, either to maximum coupling efficiency of the fundamental mode or to minimum mode
conversion. This is done by rotating each i-th straight waveguide over a small angle δαi,
additional to its original angle αi (see equation 2.21), according to:

whereby ∆x is the desired lateral offset. It should be noted, that the lateral shift due to the
bending correction ∆R is included in this offset and should be substracted first to find the
additional rotation angle δαi. With the offset ∆x in the order of a few tenths of a micron, and
the straight section length Si in the order of a few hundreds of microns, the additional angle δαi
will be very small. Additionally, in this way neither the corrected bending radius nor the length
of the straight section are changed, and therefore the phase transfer of the array is not
influenced.

2.3 Applications
In addition to the basic functions of wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing, PHASARs
are applied in wavelength routers and, in combination with other components such as

∆R

Figure 2.13 Schematic diagram of the bending correction.
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amplifiers and switches, in more complex devices for use in multi-wavelength networks. In this
section a number of applications will be discussed further.

2.3.1 Wavelength routers
A wavelength router is obtained by designing the input and the output side of a PHASAR
symmetrically, i.e. with N input and N output ports. For the cyclical rotation of the input
frequencies along the output ports (as described in section 1.2), it is essential that the fre-
quency response is periodical (as shown in figure 1.3b), which implies that the FSR should
equal N times the channel spacing. From equation 2.6 it can be seen that this is obtained by
choosing:

whereby Ng is the group index of the waveguide mode, N is the number of frequency channels
and ∆fch is the channel spacing.
For this design, the procedure described in section 2.2.2 should be changed similarly to section
2.2.4 paragraph (ii). By fixing the incremental length according to equation 2.36 the
divergence angle ∆α is fixed through equation 2.3 and Ra through (see figure
2.1b). With this choice of FSR, the non-uniformity Lu is fixed and will be in the order of 3 dB,
which can be explained as follows. Channels at a frequency ∆fFSR/2 away from the central
frequency will experience an excess loss Lu of at least 3 dB, because the focal spot
corresponding to this frequency will be equally divided among two orders, which focus
symmetrically around the centre of the image plane. As in a periodical design the frequency
spacing between the outer channels comes close to the FSR, the outer channels will experience
an excess loss Lu in the order of 3 dB.
Wavelength routers have been applied in various configurations in add-drop multiplexers and
wavelength selective switches [47,48,64,65,90,130,143-147] and in multi-wavelength
networks [54]. In combination with a DFB laser used as a wavelength converter, a wavelength
router has also been applied as a wavelength switch [130, 135].

2.3.2 Multi-wavelength receivers
A multi-wavelength receiver is obtained by integration of a demultiplexer with a photodiode
array. The first PHASAR receiver (reported in 1993 by Amersfoort et al. [4,5]), applied a twin-
guide waveguide structure where the passive region was obtained by locally removing the
absorbing top layer. Integrated receivers have also been used in buried waveguide structures
[182] and in polarisation independent raised-strip waveguides [9,122]. A wavelength-flattened
receiver module, hybridly integrated with a silicon bipolar front-end array, has been discussed
by Steenbergen et al. [138,139,140]. Recently, a low-loss (3 dB on-chip loss) 8-channel WDM
receiver with 10 GHz bandwidth per channel has been reported [141].

2.3.3 Multi-wavelength lasers
Today’s WDM systems use wavelength-selected or tunable lasers as sources. Multiplexing of a
number of wavelengths into one fibre is done by using a power combiner or a wavelength
multiplexer. Integrated multi-wavelength lasers have been produced by combining a DFB-laser
array (with a linear frequency spacing) with a power combiner on a single chip [12,173,174].
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Using a power combiner for multiplexing the different wavelengths into a single fibre is a very
tolerant method, but it introduces a loss of dB, with N being the number of
wavelength channels. The combination loss can be reduced by applying a wavelength
multiplexer, at the cost, however, of more stringent requirements on control of the laser
wavelengths.
An elegant solution to this problem is combining a broadband optical amplifier array with a
multiplexer into a Fabry-Perot cavity as depicted in figure 2.14. This principle was first
demonstrated in the MAGIC-laser [169] in a hybridly integrated form. If one of the
Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) is excited, the device will start lasing at the
passband maximum of the multiplexer channel to which the SOA is connected. In principle all
SOAs can be operated and (intensity) modulated simultaneously. An important advantage of
this component is that the wavelength channels are automatically tuned to the passbands of the
multiplexer and coupled to the single output port with low loss.

Zirngibl and Joyner reported the first multi-wavelength lasers based on integration of a SOA-
array with a PHASAR [68,178,179] and demonstrated it with a 9 × 200 Mb/s transmission
experiment [180]. Despite their long cavity length, these lasers show single mode operation in
a wide range of operating conditions [181]. Direct modulation speeds in excess of 1 Gb/s were
reported recently [184]. Power coupled into a fibre is still low. Highest power reported so far is
0.15 mW [132,136].
Joyner et al. [70] reported integration of a MW-laser with an electro-absorption modulator.
They used the power, radiated into an adjacent order of the phased array, to couple light out of
the cavity into the modulator.
A problem in MW-lasers with a small FSR is that the laser may start lasing in a wrong order
and, consequently, at a wrong frequency. Doerr et al. [43] proposed and demonstrated a
method to suppress the transmission for undesired orders by chirping the incremental length
∆L in the array.
Tachikawa et al. [147] reported a 32-channel discretely tunable laser based on a
PHASAR with SOAs, with one reflecting mirror connected to both the 4 input and the 8 output
ports. The 32 wavelengths are generated by powering the proper SOA pairs.

2.3.4 Wavelength-selective switches and add-drop multiplexers
Add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) form a special class of wavelength selective switches. They
are used for coupling one or more wavelength signals from a main input port into one or more
drop ports by operating the corresponding switches. The other signals are simultaneously
routed into the main output port, together with the signals applied at the proper add ports.
Figure 2.15a shows the configuration as produced by Tachikawa et al. [144,146,149]. The
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Figure 2.14 Integrated multi-wavelength laser.
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device (hybridly integrated, whereby the switching was done by changing fibre connectors),
showed a fibre-to-fibre insertion loss of 3-4 dB for the add-drop signals and 6-8 dB for the
transmitted signals. Through a suitable arrangement of the loop-back optical paths, the
insertion loss difference between the transmitted signals can be minimised [62].

A disadvantage of this loop-back configuration is that the cross talk of the PHASAR is coupled
directly into the main output port. This problem can be reduced by applying the PHASAR in a
fold-back configuration as shown in figure 2.15b [47,64]. A third approach uses a separate
demultiplexer and multiplexer (figure 2.15c) as reported by Okamoto et al. [89,90,93]. The two
PHASAR used in this approach were placed close together in order to ensure that their channel
frequencies match.
In wavelength routed networks, spatial switching of arbitrary wavelength signals between
multiple channels allows for efficient use of the transmission capacity by using a fixed number
of wavelengths and by re-using them. For this approach a number of configurations using
silica-based waveguide structures have been reported [63,64,143].
The first InP-based ADM has been reported only recently [167]. The 400 GHz spaced
4-channel device (in loop-back configuration) has less than 10.7 dB on-chip loss for the pass
function (including switch losses, twice the demultiplexer loss, 7 waveguide crossings, and a
total of 2 cm waveguide loss). The on-chip loss for the add and drop function is less than
6.7 dB, and the cross talk is less than -20 dB for all paths. The device is extremely compact
( mm2), which demonstrates the potential for InP integration of complex circuits on a
small chip area. This potential can be further developed by including optical amplifiers to
compensate the on-chip losses.
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Figure 2.15 Three different ADM configurations: a) loop-back, b) fold-back, and
c) cascaded demux/mux (TX = transmitter, RX = receiver, X = switch).
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A configuration which does not require switches makes use of wavelength conversion and is
shown in figure 2.16 [130,135]. The modulated signal is fed into a continuously operating
DBR laser, of which the wavelength can be tuned by the current injection. The insertion of the
modulated signal will decrease the carrier concentration, leading to a decrease of the DBR
laser signal. The output signal of the DBR laser is therefore not only converted to the DBR
laser wavelength, but also inverted with respect to the input. Spatial switching can be achieved
by tuning the DBR injection current and by connecting the output to a phased-array
demultiplexer.

2.4 Conclusions
The range of applications of PHASAR-based devices is growing rapidly. PHASARs have
proven to be flexible components which support the possibility of a broad range of functions
for use in multi-wavelength networks. Silica-based devices offer the best performance and are
presently being applied most widely. They might get some competition from polymer-based
devices in the future. InP-based devices are most promising for manufacture of active MW-
devices such as MW-lasers and receivers and, in the longer term, for more complicated circuits
containing large numbers of components, such as add-drops and optical cross connects.

router
DBR

Figure 2.16 Schematic diagram of a wavelength switch employing a current-
injection tunable DBR laser.


